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Spatial Components In Two Of Nancarrows Player Piano Studies
1. Intro
First, let us put a question: Why do we produce Nancarrows music in a studio, that
mainly deals with audio communication and electro-acoustic music? Nancarrow
never has written electronic or electro-acoustic music (except one short MusiqueConcrete- „Piece For Tape“ which he did not like). His music only needs two power
outlets as an electronical equipment for his two player pianos.
Nancarrow has put some spatial components into his player-piano-studies,
discovered and „brought to light“ by his long-term assistant Carlos Sandoval. The
electronic studio of the Technical University Berlin with it’s interdisciplinary flavour
and it’s wonderful transportable 12-Channel loudspeaker set is a good place to
realize a spatialization of Nancarrow’s music. After having done the production we
mounted the loudspeakers in the „Kubus“ of the „Tesla-At-Podewils-Palais“ in Berlin,
Germany on November 30th in 2006. There we presented our 12-channel-versions of
the studies #21 and #37 after having shown the Nancarrow-TV-Portait „Musik für
1000 Finger“ by Uli Aumüller. My task was to produce the 12-channel-master
following Sandoval’s ideas; Folkmar Hein was technical director.
Performing music in public, one gets more transparency by arranging sounding
elements with space between. Singing circle canons in school, we feel like „ruling
space“ with sound: Our first canon experience is spatial.
Our brain computes spatialisation from a combination of delay time and differences of
sound levels, it „converts“ these elements into an acoustic picture in our neuronal
system. Temporal structure becomes spatialisation.
Effectful performance of spatialized music normally needs more space than it is
normally available to private persons. So it is good to agree with owners of big
spaces; otherwise the plan of a representative show will never be realized. Big
cultural events that need big places always have a political aspect: They represent
power. There have always been open-air-concerts with fireworks or lasershows,
multiple-choir-compositions, echo organs, parades etc. to represent someone’s
power. Enough politics!

The idea of making Nancarrow’s studies spatial came to Carlos Sandoval while he
took a look on one of Nancarrow’s music rolls that gave the impression of perspective
graphics.

LOGIC’s grid edit of Study #37/5 shows, similar to a music roll, a kind of „terrace
landscape“.
The idea of spatializing Nancarrow’s studies appears as a sacrilege to some of the
Nancarrow fans, because we eliminate the player-piano-sound from them, which is in
one way charming indeed, on the other hand it shows the composer as an
undiscovered genius, as a hobbyist, working on out-of-tune honky-tonk-pianos.
This image is wrong. Conlon Nancarrow is somebody who was able to deliver first
class results in his work. The „big success“ will be missing anyway because of his
time-killing working method on a punching machine which kept his Œvre too small.
Our (Carlos’ and my) task is to find a modern Instrument for Nancarrows Player
Piano Studies; this is absolutly normal and has been done before for Bach’s, Haydn’s
and Beethoven’s works. It is useful to play them on instruments their composers did
not know, and we should be glad we do not always have to listen to contemporary
instruments.
Good composers write the uncomposed, write unwritten and unwritable things for
instruments that are not built yet. Our task as musicians is to translate their visions.
The question never was to create an improved player piano, our aim was to realize
the spatial parts Nancarrow composed into his studies; this had to happen
electronically, and here is the answer to the question why we produced piano music
in an electronic studio.
2. The Instrument
How does the planned instrument look? It looks like a Macintosh-Computer. We used
the LOGIC MIDI-Sequencer and the plug-in-sampler „Kontakt“, on which we played a
sampled Steinway Baby Grand. We filtered („brightened up“) the sound and as a
result we gained a piano sound that is not available in nature or at a Steinway store.

The Sequencer LOGIC’s grid- („matrix“-) edit of the beginning of study#21, compared
to a photo of a playroll:

(Graphics/Montage: J.Hocker/Hoeldke)

A very sophisticated player piano: Bösendorfer Grand equipped with Ampico
mechanism:

(Photo by J. Hocker)

Here is the beginning of Chopin’s Polonaise in A Flat op.53 compared to a playroll
photo:

(Graphics and montage by J. Hocker)

It is remarkable that long notes are written into the playroll as a „reduplicating
tremolo“.
The LOGIC-Grid shows long notes exactly as they are:

The grid shows the beginning of study#37. The short notes you see on the left are
dynamic commands (separatedly to the upper and lower half of the keyboard).
Commands to the sustain pedal look similar to them.

Our work was done using a list editor:

The most important Column is the 3rd („Channel“) which relates the routing to the 12
Loudspeakers.
We used the transcriptions of the sound artist Trimpin, born in the Black Forest,
Germany, who is now living and working in Seattle, USA. Trimpin has developped a
„playroll-to-MIDI“-scanner that made it possible to read the studies automatically and
convert them into Standard-MIDI-files which can be read on every MIDI-Sequencer.
Furthermore we had copies of the handwritten score.
3. Space And Time
The spatialisation of his player-piano-studies underlines in many ways Nancarrow’s
character as a „time composer“. In both studies #21 and #37 there is a spatial
concept based on the temporal one. This concept is so strict that we never had
questions like „what do we do with the rest of the notes?“ or „how about panning from
here to there?“
Nancarrow has prepared everything. Our „interpretation“ is to find a pattern for the
individual channels based on the themes’ structure of the canons. Having done this
once, everything works and does not need any further panning. The motions in space
are there result of the single themes’ temporal order in cueing and length. They are
purely musical.
The spatial idea in study#37 is one of a „fix-installed polychoral“ structure that is used
to create transparent or dense sounds through augmentation or minimalization.
There is a „static spatial correspondence“ while all the themes stay in „their boxes“.
Study #21 does not need a spatialization at all to be understood. Its principle of a fast
melody on a „Walking Bass“ is so transparent itself that it can be played on a player

piano without any further explanation, because everyone notices that the upper
voices becomes slower while the „bass“ accelerates.
The spatialization of study #21 helps „to feel“ the overwhelming tempo of the end of
the piece which is a breathtaking experience.
There is one parameter that we did not work on with in full precision: It is the tempo
of the studies. The reason is that playing rolls of player pianos does not work reliably
because the uptaking reel shows a growing diameter that causes an unwanted
accelerating tempo. Using the full capacity of a playroll (about 43 meters or 15
minutes) we find time differences of more than three minutes. So Carlos Sandoval
took the WERGO-recordings of the studies as our temporal reference because they
were done on Nancarrow’s instruments.
4. Questions Of Sound
There was criticism of our performance of the studies, mostly concerning sound
questions. Nevertheless, we produced within the borders that Nancarrow set to a
project like ours: The interpreter (the producer) is free to choose any sound he wants.
Sound was not that important to Nancarrow, as long as the temporal guidelines,
which are very strict, are observed. The player piano has become Nancarrow’s main
instrument because it offered to play his music in a satisfying way. He said that „from
study #20 on“ no human musician would be able to play his works; he wanted to get
rid of the interpreter on stage, the soloist. The most important parameter in his music
was time, not sound.
Another parameter we could not work on precisely was the dynamics of the studies.
Nancarrow did not utilize all possibillities his instruments offered. It is not sure if the
occasional dynamic jumps are a result of working economy; it would have been
possible to create more sophisticated dynamics in the studies taking the acceptance
of much longer working and correction periods. The dynamics we did in the 12channel-production were based on the dynamic commands we found in the playrolls.
By the way: Our electronic instrument showed dynamic peculiarities itself, although it
surely offered a better handling than Nancarrows pianos.

5. Working On Study #37
It is not hard to decide how many channels should be used in study #37, because the
canons have twelve voices (chords within a canon count as one voice). Our freedom
(or our discussion) was the order of the channels in relation to the score, and - when
we found one – if to keep it during the whole piece through (Study #37 has twelve
single canons).
The answer had to be „yes" because the canon voices have different orders of
beginning and as a result we received got diversified motion patterns in space (See
graphics below). Having decided to number the channels 1 to 12 from top to bottom
we got a circular motion in the first canon and different motion patterns in the
following canons, which also sounded different from each other because the top
voice in the score also is the highest one.

(Graphics: C.Sandoval)

Another musical principle is shown perfectly in study #37: The difference between a
„theme“ and a „melody“.
The theme of the first canon of study #37 contains of five notes:

From four voices on you will get another melody caused by augmentation:

The red line shows the diastematic course.
The motions from note to note are simultaneously motions in the listening room.
Imagine what this means, just looking at the beginning of study #37: Transparency at
it’s best.

6. Working On Study #21
Study #21 only consists of two voices; it would be pure manipulation to relate this
piece to a divisor „12“.
These two voices have two attributes: The lower one accelerates, while the higher
voice plays a permanent ritardando. Strictly spoken, the tempo changes do not
happen continuously, they happen in steps, which we define as continuous change in
our brains. Carlos Sandoval compares this effect to our ability to accept 25 frames
per second as a continuous motion. Our brain, combined with the limits of our eyes,
„recomputes“ the movie.
These permanent tempo changes brought Carlos Sandoval to a solution of the
problem „two voices in twelve channels“. We sent the one voice from loudspeaker 112 and the other from 12-1, which gave two opposing circle motions that become
faster and respectively slower, attributes that change into their opposites during the
piece. At the end of the study the faster voice plays nearly 120 notes per second, and

Nancarrow duplicates the slower voice several times in octaves just to keep it
audible. The voices stay at their vertical position during the whole piece; the result is
an antithetic image of a dialogue in which the speakers talk at cross-puposes without
the exception of one little moment in the middle where both voices have the same
tempo.
Because of the crossing tempo curves, one rising, the other falling, study #21 is also
called „Canon X“.
By the way: Even our at this time „State-of-the-art“-Computer was overstrained with
the task of playing 120 notes per second. The Mac showed missing notes whereupon
we did not know if the audio was playing incorrectly or we simply had MIDI-stealers.
In short: Tempo was too high. We had to audify only one MIDI-channel at a time, so
we received separate twelve audio tracks that afterwards had to be played together.

(Graphics: C.Sandoval)
As shown in the graphics, every „next note“ is sent to the next loudspeaker.
The titel „study“ in Nancarrow’s works is a little confusing: Different from fine arts,
„study“ does not mean a sketch of a work that merely shows a handicrafted layout of
the piece of art or an object of research. Nancarrow’s studies are the main work: The
layout is the main work the „beauteousness of art“ is in the sketch, similar to the habit
of other composers to give names like „Exercise“, „Etude“, „Prelude“ etc. to their
masterpieces. Research and art within one work
--The realization of a 12-channel-version of study #21 would not have been possilble
without the help of Oori Shalev who did the MIDI-Mapping of the 4900 notes in
MAX/MSP. He separated the two voices and numbered them serially from Channel 1
to 12 respectively the other way around.

The mapping of study #37 was actively supported by the students: Wilm Thoben,
Dovilas Meilus, Daniel Eberle, Paul Diekmann, Eric Wiegand, Clemens Büttner and
Lukas Cremer.
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